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Story

Volume 3 full of fantasy and suspense

A fog-shrouded island. Seven fantastic themed worlds. Boundless adventures and real magical creatures -

welcome to StoryWorld, the adventure park in a class of its own!

Get ready for a new themed world

Just in time, Chloe and Sasha have escaped the clutches of park owner Zoran Zelpetin. Only Henry didn't

make it! What is Zelpetin planning to do with him? In search of their friend, the girls find themselves in a

theme world like something out of the Arabian Nights. Their dangerous journey takes them through endless

sandy deserts, into an underground city, and deep into the valley of the mighty Djinn. A race against time

begins, because not all the inhabitants of the Orient are friendly to Sasha and Chloe ...

An extraordinary theme park with fantastic themed worlds and magical creatures: In this action-packed

adventure series, boys and girls aged 9 and up are immersed in a world full of dark secrets and magic.

They accompany the protagonists on an exciting quest - whether to the underwater world, a mysterious

forest or an endless sandy desert. In this volume, the friends meet mysterious djinn, helpful sand

gnomes, and other fascinating creatures. A mix of Westworld and Jurassic Park for kids, it promises

plenty of excitement. The story is a tribute to reading and fantasy, entertainingly and humorously told by

bestselling author Sabrina J. Kirschner. With opulent black-and-white illustrations by Melanie Korte.
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More titles in this series

StoryWorld – Amulet of a Thousand Waters (Vol.

1)

StoryWorld - In the Forest of Silver Wolves (Vol.

2)
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